The Murphy Technology Group, Inc. (M19P) is pleased to announce that the company, from this point forward, will be known as Sourceree.

Ebensburg, Pennsylvania, April 14, 2017 Adam Murphy, President of Sourceree (formerly The Murphy Technology Group, Inc.), announced that the company will be officially changing its name to Sourceree, effective immediately. Sourceree has also relocated its headquarters from Johnstown to 107 South Center Street, Ebensburg, PA 15931, while maintaining an office in Alexandria, VA.

According to Mr. Adam Murphy, President of Sourceree, “The name change will better reflect the evolving purpose and strategy of the company, as well as the needs of its clients.”

What the name means: Sourceree is a play on words that combines the root word “Source”—representing its work in source code—with that of “eree” to show how the company adds magic to its work.

Sourceree provides Cyber Security support for our Nation’s command and controls systems, Software Systems Engineering Development and Operations Support, and Strategic Management consulting for its clients, and will continue to excel and lead the world in these areas.

Sourceree asks for your continued patience as it proceeds forward with the name change.